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Abstract
Receiver functions are usually used to detect Ps converted waves and are especially useful to
picture seismic discontinuities in the crust and upper mantle. In this study, the P receiver function
technique beneath the west Iran is used to map out the lateral variation of the Moho boundary. The
teleseismic data (Mb ≥5.5, epicentral distance between 30˚-95˚) recorded from 2004 to 2016 at 17
permanent broadband and short-period stations of the Iranian Seismological Center (ISC,
http://irsc.ut.ac.ir) of Kermanshah, Khoramabad, Hamedan and Boroujerd and one broadband
station of the International Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Seismology (IIEES,
http://www.iiees.ac.ir) were used. The results indicate clear Ps conversions at the Moho boundary.
The Moho depths are estimated from the delay time of the Moho converted phase relative to the
direct P wave beneath each network. The average Moho depth lies at ~42±2 km. Furthermore, the
clear image of the Moho at depths as modeling of PRF, ranging from 37 km beneath KCHF station
to maximum 55 km beneath HAGD station was presented. According to the distribution and
number of stations used, this study is more comprehensive than previous studies.
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1. Introduction
The Zagros fold-thrust belt extends 2000 km
from Turkey in the NW to the Hormuz Strait
in the SE (James and Wynd, 1965) resulted
from the collision of Arabian Plate with the
continental crust of Central Iran after the
closure of the Neotethys Ocean (Dewey and
Grantz, 1973). The Zagros collision zone
comprises of three major sub-parallel
tectonic elements. They are, from SW to NE,
the Zagros Fold and Thrust Belt (ZFTB), the
Sanandaj-Sirjan Metamorphic Zone (SSZ),
and the Urmieh-Dokhtar Magmatic Arc
(UDMA) (Stöcklin, 1968; Ricou et al., 1977).
There are some main active faults in the west
of Iran. ZFTB is bounded to the north by the
Main Zagros Reverse Fault (MZRF),
(Stöcklin, 1974), which have been considered
to be the active thrust fault between Arabia
and Iran during subduction and before
suturing occurred (i.e. Falcon, 1974). High
Zagros Fault (HZF) is another major fault in
the ZFTB in the NW–SE trending (Falcon,
1974; Berberian, 1995), which marks the
High Zagros with the highest topography in
the region (Fig. 1). Earthquake data show
that most of the activity is concentrated along
the Zagros fold-thrust belt in Iran. The region
referred as northwest of Zagros of Iran in this
study includes the area located between 46°–
50° longitude and 33°–36° latitude (Fig. 1).
*Corresponding author:

The Moho discontinuity has been extensively
studied with different methods and data in
Zagros region (Asudeh, 1982; Dehghani and
Makris, 1984; Snyder and Barazangi, 1986;
Hatzfeld et al., 2003). Recently, Paul et al.
(2006, 2010) showed the migrated sections
computed from P receiver functions (PRF)
and their results revealed an average crustal
thickness of 42±2 km beneath the Zagros
Fold and Thrust Belt implying that the
crystalline crust of ZFTB has not been
significantly thickened by the collision yet.
They showed a crustal model with a
maximum crustal thickness of ∼70 km
underneath SSZ. Even though, they found a
thick crust beneath the UDMA ~50 km along
the Northwest Zagros profile. They also
explained the thickening by overthrusting of
the Arabia margin crust by the crust of
central Iran along the Main Zagros Recent
Faults (MZRF). Shad Manaman and Shomali
(2010) and Shad Manaman et al. (2011)
propose a maximum 65 km depth for the
Zagros region on the same profile as Paul et
al. (2006), but their maximum crustal
thickness is some 50 km further SW. A more
recent study by Afsari et al. (2011), based on
receiver functions modeling, indicates an
average Moho depth of about 42 km beneath
the Northwest Zagros increasing toward the
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SSZ andd reaches 51 km and the Moho depth
h
decreasees toward thee UDMA belt and reaches
43 km beneath
b
this area. Recenntly, Motaghhi
et al. ((2017) via S-wave vellocity modeel
showed that the crrustal thicknness beneath
h
i
fro
om 43 to 599 km beneath
h
Zagros increases
main reecent fault and crustaal thickness
reaches maximum depth
d
of 62 km beneath
h
e al. (2017) deduced thee
SSZ. Kaarimizadeh et
average of Moho depth
d
based on PRF and
d
Zhu andd Kanamori (2000) methhod via dataa
from 10 short periodd and broadbband stations
m beneath Northwest of Zagros
~44 km
(Kermannshah and Khhoramabad).
This studdy intends to
o improve thhe knowledgee
of crusttal structure beneath thhe Northwesst
Zagros. The main goal
g
of this paper is to
o
t map of Moho depthh beneath thee
resolve the
west of Iran
I
(Northw
west of Zagroos) using dataa
from 15 broadban
nd and 3 short-periodd
permaneent seismological stationns located inn
this regiion from PR
RF modelingg. This is thee
first moodeling studdy on telesseismic dataa
recordedd by Ham
medan, Boroujerd, and
d
Khoramaabad Seismicc Networks.
dology
2. Data and Method
The dataa used for thiis study weree recorded byy
the Irannian Seism
mological Ceenter (ISC)),
which cconsists of four Seismiic Networkss,
Kermansshah, Khoraamabad, Haamedan, and
d

h 17 permaanent broaddbands
Borroujerd with
(CM
MG3ESP-120s, CMG3T
T-360s, Trilllium2400s) and shorrt period (SS
S1, 1-Hz) seeismic
stattions. In adddition, thee data from
m one
brooadband (Güüralp-120s) stations (SNGE)
opeerated by th
he Internatiional Instituute of
Earrthquake Enngineering and Seism
mology
(IIE
EES) was used (Fig. 1). Namess and
cooordinates of the
t stations are
a listed in Table
1.
Moore than 10000 teleseismiic events (F
Fig. 2)
witth magnitudes greater than
t
5.5 (M
Mb) at
epiccentral distaances betweeen 30˚-95˚ in a
tim
me period beetween 20044 and 2016 for P
receeiver functioon analysis were used. Data
werre recorded by
b ISC and IIEES.
Thee methodoloogy used inn this study is to
calcculate P receeiver functioons in each station
s
the same as Yuan
Y
et al. (1997).
(
The three
mponents ZN
NE are rotatted into the local
com
ray coordinate system LQT
T using theorretical
bacck azimuth and incidencee angle. To isolate
i
the P-to-S conv
versions on the
t Q compoonent,
the L component is deconvvolved from the Q
mponent. Fiinally, a diistance correection
com
(mooveout correection) was applied priior to
staccking using a reference epicentral
e
disstance
of 67°
6 (correspoonding to rayy parameter of 6.4
s/°)) according to the IA
ASP91 refeerence
veloocity model (Kennett and
d Engdahl, 1991).

Figure 1. L
Location map of
o the seismologgical stations useed in this study. The main faultts are shown byy the black lines (Faults
from Hessami et al., 2003). Blue
B
and pink triangles show broadband andd short period seismological stations,
s
respectively. Reed spots show voolcanic and intruusive rocks. MZT
T_F (Main Zagrros Thrust Fault)), SSZ (Sanandajj–Sirjan
Zone), UDMA (Urumieh–Dokkhtar Magmatic Arc), MZR_F (Main Zagros Thrust
T
Fault), MF_F
M
(Mountain Front
High Zagros Fauult, B_F (Balarudd Fault) and ZF__F (Zagros Fored
deep Fault).
Fault), HZ_F (H
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Anothher step offten employyed in receeiver
functtion analysiss is inversioon of the time
t
domaain waveform
ms to find thhe most suitable
crustaal thickness and velocitty beneath each
e
seism
mic station. There
T
is no guarantee
g
thhat a
uniquue inversion result will be obtainedd, as
the m
method seeks to minimizee the differen
nces
betweeen observeed and synnthetic receeiver
functtions. The method may bbe successfull for
differrent pairs off starting annd final mod
dels,
indicaating that thee final model depends onn the
choicce of a phy
ysically reassonable starrting
modeel. Undesirabble results occur
o
if no clear
c
conveerted phasess or multiplles exist in the
time domain recceiver functioons, becausee in
mic noise mayy be transform
med
such cases, seism
y-depth moddel. Thereffore,
into a velocity
g of the receiiver functionns as
forwaard modeling
descrribed by Kum
mar et al. (20007) is preferrred.
The first step is to identtify the Moho
M
o
conveersion in thee waveform,, which is often
the biiggest phasee on the Q coomponent. Other
O
phasees frequently
y detected in
i time dom
main
receivver functionns are conveersions from the
bottom of a seddimentary laayer and cruustal
hese
multiiples. The arrival timees of all th
phasees were selected andd by forw
ward
modeeling a crustaal model waas found thatt fits
the w
waveforms reeasonably weell; however,, the
main aim is to esstimate the Moho
M
depth. For

3

starting PRF
F modeling, Q and L com
mponents
were summ
med for each
h station in the time
window from
m -5 s priorr to the zeroo phase P
wave to 30 s after it. Too achieve stability in
the forwaard modeliing, both crustal
conversions and their strrongest multtiples and
sedimentary conversionss are modeledd.
3. P receiver function observations
o
s
Teleseismic events witth a relativvely high
signal-to-noiise ratio (>4) have been carefully
selected at each
e
station. A time wiindow of
110 s, startin
ng 10 s befoore the P-onsset arrival
time was considered.
c
I the first step, to
In
isolate thee receiver effects of the
seismograms
at
recordeed
different
instruments, the resspective innstrument
h to be deeconvolved from the
responses has
seismograph
hs. ZNE co
omponents are then
rotated into
o the local LQT ray-based
r
coordinate system. Too isolate the P-to-S
conversions on the Q componentt, the L
m the Q
component is deconvoolved from
i applied
component. A low-pass filter of 2 s is
move-out
to the PRF. They are staacked after m
o 6.4 s/◦,
correction foor a reference slowness of
according to
t the IASP
P91 velocityy model
(Kennett et al., 1991). Figure 3 shhows the
processing steps for a data at thee HALM
station.

Figuree 2. Distributioon of teleseism
mic events recorrded by different seismologicaal networks used in this studyy (ISC and
IIEES) beetween 2004 and
a 2016 and used
u
to calculate P receiver functions. Thhe red star represents the
approximaate position off the area of thhis study. The black solid circles mark the 30° and 95°° epicentral
distances, respectively.
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wesstern part off an area inn this study. Even
though, the larggest delay tim
me (6.5 s) iss seen
benneath the stations
s
KM
MR and HAGD
H
locaated in the southern
s
and
d northern paarts of
the study area, respectively.
r
.

Figure 4 shows the value of delay
d
time of
converteed phase in study area beneath
b
each
h
station. The minim
mum delay time of thee
d
Moho converted phhase (4.5 s) is observed
beneath the station
n LIN located in thee

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figuree 3. A data exam
mple to show thhe PRF steps. a)
a An original reecording of the earthquake on June 15, 2015 recorded at
stations: brroadband (HAL
LM). b) The coomponents afterr restitution of the instrumentt response. Thee P onset is
assumed to
o be as zero tim
me. c) The comp
ponents after rootation into LQT ray-based system under the theoretical
back azimu
uth and incideence angle andd P waveform are deconvolvved from all thhree componennts. d) The
componentts are in the tim
me window of -5-30
s. The firrst converted Ps phase at ~5s represents the conversion
from the Moho
M
that is shown with the bluue narrow.

Figurre 4. Ps delay tiime of the Mohho converted phase beneath eacch station in Weest of Iran.

Indivvidual and stacked PR
RFs for soome
statioons are preseented in Figuure 5. PRFs are
sortedd by increasing back aziimuth. The most
m
coherrent conveersion is, however, the

conversion at the Moho boundary (marked
a
betw
ween 4.6 annd 6.4 s
Moho Ps) arriving
delay time in
n Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Individual PRF
Fs with summaation traces for some stations. Individual seissmograms are plotted
p
equally spaced
and sorted by increasing backk azimuth (red rectangles). Bllack dots indicaate the epicentraal distances (shhown in
w a low-passs filter of 2s. The
T P onset is fixed
fi
at zero tim
me. The Ps conversion
the right). Theey are filtered with
phases from thhe Moho are labbeled on the sum
mmation traces (marked Mohoo Ps).

Thicknesss of Crust in the
t West of Iraan Obtained frrom Modeling …

4. Crrustal thickn
ness
An innitial estimattion of the Moho
M
depth can
be obtained
o
from the delaay time of the
corresponding Ps
P conversion by using
y model obttained from the
availaable velocity
previous geophyssical studiess in the wesst of
2
Afsari et al., 2011).
Iran ((Paul et al., 2010,
The Moho deptths are listeed in Table 1
oho depth as
a the previious
(markked by Mo
studyy). The Mohoo depth variees between 36.5
3
km inn LIN statio
on and 52 kkm in KMR and
HAG
GD stations. Figure 6 prresents contoours
of Moho
M
depthh at each station by the
proceedure of Ps tiime.
In thee second steep, the forwaard modelingg of
the P receiver fuunctions was utilized to find
the m
most suitablee crustal thiickness beneath
each station. For this aim, thhe first step is
i to
identiify the Mohho conversionn, which cann be
easilyy performed due to the clear
c
appearaance
of thhe Moho phhase in thee data. P wave
w
veloccity models are used as previous sttudy

7

(Paul et al., 2010; Afsarri et al., 20111) for the
first model.
In the previous section, the thickneess of the
crust was caalculated usinng the velociity model
of previouss studies in
i the studdy area.
Different thhicknesses off Moho andd P wave
velocity moddels were moodeled from previous
section. By changing thee depth of Moho
M
and
the Vp/Vs raatio, respectiively, the oveerlapping
time of the Moho phasees and their strongest
multiples in the theoreticcal and obseervational
model weere improvved. The optimal
parameters of the mo
odel are foound by
m
t root meaan square
the
iteratively minimizing
difference between the
t
observved and
t
Only the resultingg models
theoretical traces.
for which the
t root mean square decreased
d
significantlyy were kept. After modeeling, the
models with
h a small rooot mean squuare error
less than 0.025
0
were selected. Figure
F
7
illustrates th
he results of forward
f
moddeling for
station SNG
GE.

F
Figure
6. The contour
c
map off Moho depth beeneath each stattion in West off Iran.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. Forward modeling of the stacked traces in SNGE
S
station. The
T dashed linee in the right paanel of each parrt is the
observed receeiver function, and the solid lines are the synthetic receiiver functions corresponding to the
different models. a) Consideering a layer for
fo the crust, model
m
fits the primary
p
Ps connversion of Mooho and
crustal multip
ples (PpPs) poiint of view theeir delay timess. b) Consideriing two layers for the crust, model
containing an additional thicck layer at the surface, fits thhe first converssion near 1 s and
a as well thee Moho
p
(markedd as Ps), and theeir strongest muultiples
conversion (Pss). c) Best moddel for this statiion, the Moho phases
(marked as PppPs) and converrsions from thee bottom of a seedimentary layeer (marked as Ps-sed)
P
are connsidered
and waveform
m has good coveerage.

Thicknesss of Crust in the
t West of Iraan Obtained frrom Modeling …

Figurre 7 shows three modells among many
m
modeels that are selected too find the best
crustaal model to
o obtain a depth
d
of Mooho.
Best models are those
t
that theeir Moho phases
m
h
have
acceptable
and strongest multiples
mes,
coverrage point off view for thheir delay tim
ampliitudes and waveforms.
w
Right panel of
the Figure
F
7 repreesent a compparison betw
ween
compputed and observed
o
trraces for soome
modeels shown inn the left parts.
p
The solid
s
lines indicate the theoretical receeiver
functtions, and thhe dashed linnes indicate the
obserrved receiveer functions. Model 7-a fits
the pprimary Ps conversion of Moho and
crustaal multiples (PpPs) poinnt of view their
t
delayy times. Model
M
7-b, containing an
additiional 4 km th
hick layer att the surface,, fits
the fi
first conversiion near 1 s as well as the
Mohoo conversioon (Ps). It causes Moho
M

9

phases and their strongeest multipless to have
c
poiint of view for their
acceptable coverage
amplitudes. Both pairs of
o depths andd velocity
model were changed to find optimuum model
r
mean square error less than
with small root
0.025. Figurre 7-c shows the best model
m
for
this station SNGE,
S
the Moho
M
phasess (marked
as Ps), and their
t
strongeest multiples (marked
as PpPs) and
d conversionns from the bottom
b
of
a sedimentaary layer (m
marked as Ps-sed) are
considered. The arrivall times of all these
ho conversio
on phase annd crustal
phases (Moh
multiples) were picked and by forward
modeling, a crustal moddel was foundd that fits
T
best
the waveforrms reasonaably well. The
model is shoown for somee stations in Figure 8.
Moho conveersion times, as well as tthe Moho
depths, are listed in Table
T
1 (maarked by
Moho depth as modelingg).

Figuree 8. Best forwaard modeling off the stacked traaces in BMDN
N and HSRG staations. The Moh
ho phases (marrked as Ps),
and their strongest
s
multipples (marked as PpPs) are conssidered and wav
veform has goood coverage.
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5. Resullt and Interp
pretation
The cruustal thickn
ness using P receiver
functionn modelings beneath the broadband
d
n
and shorrt period staations in the west of Iran
was deteermined. Figgure 9 showss the contouur
of Mohoo depth ben
neath the staations, whichh
exactly deduced froom P receiver function
n
modelingg. The Mohoo depth map significantlyy
presents a crustal th
hickening froom southwesst
o
towards the northeasst. This may be related to
n the Arabiann and Centraal
the collission between
Iran plaates and could show the crustaal
shorteninng occurringg in the westt of Iran. Thee
present-dday convergeence between Arabia and
d
Eurasia is 19-23 mm/yr
m
alongg the Zagros
folded belt (McCluskky et al., 20003), and theree
mm.yr-1 shorttening in thee west of Iran
n
is 4±2 m
accordinng to Vernaant et al. (2004). Thee
results of
o PRF show
w that the avverage Moho
o
depth in the northwest
n
of Zagros
d
(Kermannshah, Khorramabad, Hamedan and
Boroujerrd region) is about ~43±2.5
~
km
m,
which iss in good aggreement witth the results
obtainedd by PRF modeling (∼47±
±2.5).
Besides, the resu
ults show two locaal
K
and KMR
K
(53 and
d
thickeninng beneath KER
52 km, respectively
y) stations, which
w
are in
n

goood agreemennt by Afsari et al. (20111) and
Karrimizadeh et
e al. (20177). Probablyy this
crustal thickenning below these statioons is
relaated to the overthrustinng system inn this
areaa, previoussly describeed by Berbberian
(19995).
Thee result corrrelates alsoo well withh that
obttained by Jim
menez-Muntt et al. (2012) by
resiidual Bouguuer anomaliees. A more rrecent
studdy by Taaghizadeh-Faarahmand et
e al.
(20015), basedd on recceiver funnctions
modeling, obtaained the thickness
t
o the
of
v
between 42 and 48
4 km
Mooho that is varied
via data from six short periiod stations in
i this
region. The reesults are inn good agreeement
o
studies (Paul
witth those obtaained from other
et al.,
a 2006, 20110; Hatzfeld et al., 2003)). Paul
et al. (2006) proposed that
t
the cruust of
Z
Cenntral Iran ovverthrusts the crust of Zagros
on the MZRF interpreted as a crustall-scale
struucture rootedd at Moho deepth.
Duee to the propper distributiion of stationns and
alsoo a significaant increase in the numbber of
stattions, the ressults obtained
d in this studdy are
more completee and accuraate than preevious
r
funnction
studdies, especially the receiver
modeling metho
od.

Figure 9. The contour map of Moho depth beneath each station
s
in West of
o Iran as PRF modeling.

Thickness of Crust in the West of Iran Obtained from Modeling …
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Code
Station

Arrival
Time of Ps
Phase
(Sec.)

Moho Depth
(±2.5,km) as
(Paul et al., 2010,
Afsari et al., 2011)

Moho Depth
(±2.5 km)
as Modeling

Lat.N
(Deg.)

Long.E
(Deg.)

Elevation
(m)

DHR

4.9

39.5

40.0

34.700

46.387

1840

KOM

4.6

37.0

41.0

34.176

47.514

1716

GHG

4.6

37.0

44.0

34.329

46.568

2060

LIN

4.5

36.5

40.0

34.919

46.963

2140

VIS

5.9

47.5

50.0

34.528

46.851

1833

BZA

4.7

38.0

39.0

34.470

47.861

2330

KCHF

4.6

37.0

38.0

34.275

47.040

1715

KER

6.4

51.5

53.0

34.387

47.133

1338

DOB

6.0

48.5

50.0

33.787

48.177

1948

KFM

5.1

41.0

42.0

33.524

47.847

1676

KMR

6.5

52.0

52.0

33.518

48.38

1733

HAGD

6.5

52.0

55.0

34.822

49.139

1831

HALM

5.0

40.0

44.0

34.860

48.168

2450

HSAM

5.5

44.0

48.0

34.212

48.602

2314

HSRG

5.9

47.5

51.0

35.242

48.279

2545

Boroujerd

Table1. Specification of the seismic stations, Ps conversion times (Sec.), corresponding depths (km).

BDRS

5.0

40.0

42.0

33.954

48.881

2494

BMDN

5.0

40.0

42.0

33.672

48.825

1698

INSN

SNGE

4.7

38.0

42.0

35.093

47.347

1940

Hamedan

Khoramabad

Kermanshah

Network
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6. Conclusion
The Moho discontinuity beneath west of Iran
is resolved using 17 permanent broadband
and short-period stations of the Tabriz
Telemetry Seismic Network of Kermanshah,
Khoramabad, Hamedan and Boroujerd and
one broadband station of SNGE by using P
receiver function modeling. The average
Moho depth in the west parts of Iran is about
~47±2.5 km and Moho discontinuity is not
flat. We have been able to present a clear
image of the Moho at depths ranging from 38
km beneath KCHF station to Maximum 55
km beneath HAGD station in the southern
and northern part of the study area,
respectively. The Moho depth map
significantly presents a crustal thickening
from the southeast towards the northeast.
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